A couple of trains are coming down the track, but...

...who wants a copy, when you can have the original!

"Big Train" L.G.B.
The large scale has a great name: "The Big Train" from L-G-B — known the world over for tradition, tested technology and top quality presents this new train set. C'mon, get on board! Take a ride back into the 1800s...the Old West is waiting for you!

L-G-B presents: THE AMERICAN HERITAGE SET

This is the American Way... great railroading fun on a large scale.
Big Train

With this handy carrying case you can easily take your L-G-B Original home—a complete track set, handpainted figures and UL-approved transformer are included with your train.

L-G-B quality train tracks are extremely tough and work in all kinds of weather.

Since the L-G-B track diameter is 4 feet, this starter set is a great way to get into big world of model railroading—right in your own home.

All L-G-B train models are made and guaranteed to run inside or outside—in every kind of weather! Sun, rain or snow never mind — this is one feature the others haven’t managed yet!

Kids the world over just love L-G-B trains... with a couple of extra tracks and switches you can turn a train fantasy into a L-G-B reality! What grown-up wouldn’t want to be a kid again?
The World of L·G·B -

When you want to add to your train world, you'll find that L·G·B has more locomotives and cars plus all the accessories true to a railroder's heart.

This L·G·B model bridge spans the ravines and canyons of your railroder's landscape.

World-famous designer Malcolm Furlow builds fantastically realistic natural landscapes for his L·G·B originals. You have to look real hard to determine that this is a model train set!

Telegraph poles - just like in the Old West!

This old-style street lamp sheds romantic light on your train station. A large selection of hand-painted figures accent your set.

Select your train from a long line of model locomotives and cars. This full color 114-page catalogue from L·G·B can fulfill your every wish. Get it at your L·G·B dealer!
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